She’s hot, she’s talented, she’s queer
Bisexual rapper Azealia Banks poised to be the Next Big Thing in hip-hop
Debut EP whets appetites for planned full-length release in the fall

Six Flags Over the Rainbow
High-profile hate crime against lesbian couple draws attention to lack of LGBT groups, protections in Arlington
— North Texas’ 3rd-largest city
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Who will You meet at Crossroads this Sunday? Don’t Miss them!

Crossroads is an open and welcoming church that meets in Theatre Three—2800 Routh and Howell.
Bible Study 9:30 with Worship Service at 10:30 am
www.CrossroadsCommunityChurch.US
Former employee petitions DART to add domestic partner benefits

A former Dallas Area Rapid Transit employee is petitioning the agency to add domestic partner benefits after health issues have forced him to stop working.

Andrew Moss worked as a DART police officer for five years until 2008. He then worked for the city of Fort Worth until his health prevented him from working. He’s now on COBRA but that will expire in December, he said.

Moss legally married his husband in California in 2008, but Texas doesn’t recognize the marriage. He said his husband still works as a police officer for DART and could add Moss to his health insurance plan as early as January if DART offered DP benefits.

“My husband goes to work and risks his life for DART and should get the same benefits that his counterparts of a different sexual orientation get,” Moss said.

Moss has started a Change.org petition called “Urge Dallas Area Rapid Transit DART to Offer Domestic Partner Benefits” to persuade DART President Gary Thomas and Deputy Executive Director Jesse Oliver to add the benefits.

“As of Thursday afternoon, July 19, 36 people had signed it.”

“In my discussion with Dallas Area Rapid Transit, I was advised by their Human Resources Managers that DART ‘Prefers not to get into the choices of their employees,’” Moss mentions in the petition letter. “I wasn’t aware my husband and I and countless others woke up one day and decided to be LGBT. DART appears to be less than willing to even attempt to assist their LGBT population in obtaining benefits or other effective workplace protections.”

DART added sexual orientation to its nondiscrimination policy in 1995 and added trans protections in 2010 after pressure from the LGBT community surrounding an allegation of discrimination against a trans bus driver. Moss said adding DP benefits is the next step after passing nondiscrimination, adding that making it about cost is not an acceptable reason.

“If we don’t give black people benefits because it’s too expensive, that’s just wrong,” he said.

DART spokesman Morgan Lyons said the company’s administration is aware of the petition after Dallas Voice brought it to his attention and there are no plans to offer the benefits to its roughly 3,500 employees.

“There are no plans currently to talk about a decision to expand benefits to domestic partners,” he said, declining to comment on why.

DART’s current Board of Directors is comprised of 15 individuals, seven representing Dallas, and the others representing one or more of the following: Garland, Irving, Plano, Cockrell Hill, Richardson, University Park, Addison, Highland Park, Carrollton, Farmers Branch, Rowlett and Glenn Heights.

Resource Center Dallas’ Rafael McDonnell said he has had informal discussions with DART officials recently and was told that DART’s general counsel in the past was against adding the benefits. Lyons said DART’s previous general counsel recently left and they are in the process of hiring another one.

McDonnell added that cost projections in El Paso, which added DP benefits in 2009, and Parkland’s figures from this year were well below the expected cost.

“It’s not an issue of cost. It’s an issue of fairness,” he said.

For Moss, the issue of fairness will come down to his health and whether he will be able to afford any medical procedures or treatments after his COBRA runs out.

“It’s the right thing to do,” he said. “Equal pay, equal benefits for equal work.” — Anna Waugh
Did Scouts lie about report affirming gay ban?

As ousted lesbian mom visits Irving, LGBT advocates question group’s claim that 11-person committee reviewed policy over 2 years

DAVID TAFFET | Staff Writer
taffet@dallasvoice.com

IRVING — As ousted Cub Scout mom Jennifer Tyrrell brought her Change.org petition to the Irving headquarters of the Boy Scouts of America this week, questions arose about the organization’s honesty and transparency.

For Tyrrell, her visit to BSA headquarters in Irving was just the beginning of her campaign to eliminate a policy that excludes gay Scouts and leaders.

“I expect the Boy Scouts to stand behind their arcane policy until it changes,” Tyrrell said. “And we’ll be here until it changes.”

Tyrrell said she misses Scouting after devoting a year of her life to the organization. But her son Cruz, 7, feels differently.

“Over it,” Cruz said.

While the Boy Scouts remained steadfast in support of the policy, they hired a public relations firm to talk to the press this week. Deron Smith, the Boy Scouts own spokesman, stopped returning all calls from the media on Tuesday.

“They’re scared,” said Rafael McDonnell, Resource Center Dallas’ communications and advocacy manager. He said the move looked like damage control.

Several weeks ago, Smith told media that the policy excluding gays could come up as a board resolution next summer after a review began this summer.

And two weeks ago, Smith told Dallas Voice that despite media reports, the policy was not under review. Then, this week, he announced that an 11-member committee had been studying the issue for two years and that, although the committee members had diverse opinions on the subject, they unanimously decided to keep the policy.

Ed Stewart, a vice president of the PR firm Fleishman and Hillard, handed out a statement Wednesday from the Boy Scouts that said it was “attributable to Deron Smith, Director of Public Relations.” An “EDITORS NOTE” at the bottom that was longer than the statement said that the meeting with Tyrrell was not to discuss changing BSA policy.

“Yesterday, the organization affirmed its current policy, stating that it remains in the best interest of Scouting,” the statement attributable to Smith said. The statement implied that the committee met on Tuesday to vote, but Stewart would not confirm any information about the committee or the report.

In her meeting with two Boy Scout officials including Smith, Tyrrell asked for some proof that the committee existed. She asked for minutes from the recent meeting when committee members voted to retain the policy. She said she wanted to know what they learned during their study that convinced them to retain the policy.

In their meeting, Smith told her that the names of committee members and other information from the meeting would not be released.

The media statement said “this policy reflects the beliefs and perspectives of the BSA’s members.” Tyrrell countered that 300,000 people interested in Scouting who signed her petition support her position that all people should be included in Scouting. Tyrrell said no Scouts she knows have been asked whether the anti-gay policy reflects their views.

Zach Wahls, an Eagle Scout with two moms, has also been campaigning on the issue and met with Scout leaders at their annual conference in Florida in May. He doubted the existence of a report.

“If it’s not written down, it doesn’t exist,” Wahls told Dallas Voice. “There has to be minutes, a report.”

He said that a secret vote by 11 anonymous committee members doesn’t speak for 3 million Boy Scouts.

Bil Browning, editor-in-chief of the LGBT news website the Bilerico Project, agreed.

Browning said he was told a different version of the story about the plans for a study.

“In mid-June they were going to institute a study in 2013,” he said.

He said he wondered if the latest story about the 11-member committee and the study was a result of the Mormon church threatening to pull its support from the Scouts again.

“So many fake studies. Vagaries,” Browning said. “It’s really horrible that you can’t trust the Boy Scouts.”

He wondered what happened to the Boy Scout honor code.

The spokesman for incoming Boy Scouts President Randall Stephenson, CEO of LGBT-friendly AT&T, didn’t return a call to answer whether he knew about the committee and report.

Tyrrell said she had never been an activist. She knew about the Scouts policy before agreeing to become a leader, but she was assured that locally it would not be a problem.

She said that among her biggest supporters at home is one of her Tiger Scouts’ fathers whom she described as “an NRA-supporting, gun-toting hick.” She said that after working with her, he admitted he had been bigoted. He is now embarrassed about his prejudice and thanked her for her work.

Tyrrell said that since leaving the Scouts, she’s kept her children busy with softball, fishing and playing with celebrities.

Cruz said his favorite celebrity to play with is Dianna Agron who plays Quinn on Glee. At the GLAAD Media Awards, Agron played light sabers with Cruz.
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The pet of the week / Boo Boo, Jet Ski and Baby

Boo Boo, Jet Ski and Baby were stray kittens in a warehouse. A good Samaritan saved them for the scorching Texas heat and brought them to Operation Kindness. They were in foster for three weeks, but are now ready for adoption. They love to play, run, sleep — then play over again. The kittens will make great companions and love toys.

Please come to Operation Kindness to meet these little bundles of joy, or you can visit them on our website at www.operationkindness.org.

Boo Boo, Jet Ski, Baby and other pets are available for adoption from Operation Kindness, 3201 Earhart Drive, Carrollton. The no-kill shelter is open six days: Monday, 3-8 p.m.; closed Tuesday; Wednesday, 3-8 p.m.; Thursday, noon-8 p.m.; Friday, noon-5 p.m.; Saturday, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.; and Sunday, noon-5 p.m. The cost is $120 for cats, $150 for dogs over 1 year, and $175 for puppies. The cost includes the spay/neuter surgery, microchipping, vaccinations, heartworm test for dogs, leukemia and FIV test for cats, and more. Those who adopt two pets at the same time receive a 20% discount.

Death

HJ Brice, 56, passed away suddenly and unexpectedly on June 30. Brice was raised in Snyder, Texas, and graduated from Texas Tech University in 1978. He relocated to Dallas shortly thereafter. Brice had a successful career in the mortgage industry, lately with GMAC. He was the current membership director for Classic Chassis Car Club of Dallas.

Shortly after joining the club, he purchased a 1973 Pontiac Grand Prix. It reminded him of the cars driven by fellow students when he was in high school. Although he liked to protest that it wasn’t a classic, it certainly was to everyone else.

Brice had the Texas gift for storytelling, making people laugh with his various tales of growing up in West Texas. He will be missed deeply by those who knew and loved him.

Brice is preceded in death by both his father and mother. He is survived by his sister and her family, an aunt and uncle and cousins.

Classic Chassis will hold a celebration of Brice’s life for its membership and his friends and family at 2 p.m. Saturday, July 21, at Ojeda’s Restaurant on Maple Avenue. Brice’s former and current co-workers will meet at 3 p.m. Friday, July 20, at Aria Chapel, 19310 Preston Road.

YFT Collin County raising money to help catch lesbian couple’s shooter

Youth First Texas Collin County is raising money for Crime Stoppers for information leading to an arrest in the shooting of teen lesbian couple Mollie Olgin and Kristene Chapa in Portland, Texas, last month. The group hopes to raise at least $1,000 for the reward.

Lisa Mashigian, a YFT Collin County volunteer, called the event “the brain child of one of our youth.” Dallas activistCd Kirven, who originated the idea of collecting reward money to help capture the couple’s shooter, said YFT member Kris Wong, 17, is coordinating the event. Kirven said the group remains interested in the shooting because of the age of the victims.

“If we as a community tell kids, ‘It gets better,’ then we need to make it better,” Kirven said.

Kirven said that Youth First can’t help with the medical needs and the physical therapy that Chapa will need, but they can do something to help find the shooter.

The fundraiser will be at 8 p.m. July 28 at Plano Superbowl, 2321 K Ave. in Plano. The cost is $25. Ten lanes are reserved with room for 60 people to participate.

There’s a game room, food and a full-service bar, and there will be a raffle.

Chapa, 19, was recently released from the hospital and, with both sets of parents present, was told that Olgin, 18, died in the shooting.
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Who’s the lesser evil in GOP Senate runoff?

Ted Cruz repeatedly attacked former Dallas Mayor Tom Leppert during the GOP Senate primary for marching in the city’s gay Pride Parade. On his website, Cruz boasts that as Texas’ solicitor general he helped block a gay Beaumont couple from obtaining a divorce from their Vermont civil union. Cruz’s website also touts a letter he wrote in support of the anti-gay Defense of Marriage Act — as well as court briefs he filed defending the Boy Scouts’ ban on gays and military recruiters’ access to college campuses regardless of the anti-gay “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy.

Meanwhile, Cruz’s opponent in the July 31 runoff, Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst, takes credit on his campaign website for passing both the 2003 state statute and the 2005 Texas constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriage. Earlier this month, Dewhurst attacked Cruz for accepting hundreds of thousands of dollars in campaign contributions from a gay donor, PayPal founder Peter Thiel. And in 2010, the lieutenant governor issued a statement condemning a gay-themed play at Tarleton State University, saying “no one should have the right to use government funds or institutions to portray acts that are morally reprehensible to the majority of Americans.”

So, with the winner of the runoff between Cruz and Dewhurst all but certain to replace Kay Bailey Hutchison in the U.S. Senate, which of the two candidates would be better on LGBT issues?

“I don’t see either one of them being good on our issues,” said Dennis Coleman, executive director of Equality Texas, in one of the bigger unnumbered election issues this year facing all Americans, I would encourage voters to choose the Republican Primary voters

Ted Cruz David Dewhurst

Thomas Purdy, president of Log Cabin Republicans of Dallas, said of Cruz and Dewhurst, “Based on their campaign record, I see little difference between the two on LGBT-specific issues.

“So, given that jobs and the economy are the dominant election issues this year facing all Americans, I would encourage voters to choose who they think has a better grasp of free market principles and a record of performance in office,” Purdy said, adding that “most of the Republicans we interact with in Dallas County are leaning towards Cruz.”

Purdy condemned the anti-gay attacks in the race: “The days of attaining political office by stepping on the backs of the LGBT community are numbered. To those who still practice that kind of politics, there will come a day when it will be to their detriment, and likely, to their shame. For now, I hope they at least begin to realize the damage it is doing not only to our party, but more importantly, to the people they hope to represent.”

James Henson, director of the Texas Politics Project at UT-Austin, said he hasn’t been particularly surprised by the anti-gay attacks.

“You’d have a hard time arguing that despite whatever progress we’ve made that somehow the far right end of the Republican Party sees gay and lesbian rights as a civil rights issue just yet,” Henson said.

But Henson acknowledged that the gay-bating seems slightly less severe this go-round, and he agreed that the Thiel attack didn’t stick.

“I don’t think there’s a huge sea change in the Republican Party, but I think there are stronger cross currents,” Henson said. “It’s barely progress. Where it [anti-gay politicking] used to be cost-free, you have to at least do a little math now.”

Coleman pointed to numerous polls showing a solid majority of Texas voters now support relationships recognition for same-sex couples.

“That nonsense about trying to use gay issues as a wedge I don’t think resonates anymore,” Coleman said. “As far as outright bashing gay people, they’re finding that that’s not working.”
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Garcia, Veasey both say repealing DOMA would be a top priority

ANNA WAUGH | Staff Writer
waugh@dallasvoice.com

The once-complicated Congressional District 33 race has come down to state Rep. Marc Veasey and former state Rep. Domingo Garcia, who now both say marriage equality would be their No. 1 LGBT priority in Congress next year.

Before the primary, Garcia said if elected his focus would be on the Domestic Partner Benefits and Obligations Act, which would give domestic partner benefits to federal government employees, because a repeal of the Defense of Marriage Act isn’t likely in the next few years.

However, he told Dallas Voice this week that his opinion had changed after President Barack Obama’s endorsement of marriage equality. He said he wants to push for marriage equality in 2013 and would co-author the DOMA repeal bill.

When Garcia served on the Dallas City Council from 1991-95, he was a strong proponent of the Dallas police lifting a ban on hiring gays and lesbians. Then, in the Texas House, where he served from 1996 until 2002, he voted for an LGBT-inclusive hate crime bill in 2001.

Garcia would become the first Hispanic representative elected to Congress from North Texas if he wins the July 31 runoff. As a Hispanic, he said he would be able to help push for the Uniting American Families Act, which allows for same-sex partners to sponsor immigrants coming to the U.S.

Veasey said prior to the primary that his legislative priorities were the Employment Non-Discrimination Act, which would prohibit anti-LGBT job bias, and the Student Non-Discrimination Act, which would ban harassment of LGBT students in public schools.

Based on the shift of the country in recent polls and conversations with voters, Veasey said marriage equality “can’t happen fast enough.”

“It’s long overdue,” he said, adding that the nondiscrimination bills are also still a priority.

Veasey represents state House District 95 that encompasses one-third of District 33, which begins in Fort Worth near the Rainbow Lounge and narrows to include parts of Arlington and Irving and ends in North Oak Cliff.

In the state House, Veasey voted against an amendment to the Texas Constitution banning same-sex marriage and civil unions in 2005. He was also outspoken in his opposition to a bill that would have banned LGBT resource centers on college campuses, and he authored a bill to study the effectiveness of the rarely used James Byrd Jr. Hate Crimes Act, which passed a decade ago.

Both candidates have touted their LGBT support in the past and have highlighted major endorsements that could help them win over LGBT voters in the other’s county.

Garcia, who won Dallas County in the primary, said he’s confident he’ll win it again and could take Tarrant County with former City Councilwoman Kathleen Hicks’ endorsement. Hicks was a fellow District 33 candidate who captured 13 percent of the Tarrant County vote in the primary, compared to Garcia’s 16 percent and Veasey’s 48 percent.

“She has a strong LGBT following in Tarrant County that I think will also bring a surge of new voters that we did not have the first time,” Garcia said.

But gay Fort Worth Councilman Joel Burns, who lives in District 33, has endorsed Veasey. Burns told Dallas Voice that Veasey is a “longtime friend” to the LGBT community and has “an outstanding pro-equality record and has been a leader on issues important to the LGBT community from his first day in the Texas Legislature.”

Congresswoman Eddie Bernice Johnson, D-Dallas, who has been a supporter of LGBT rights, said she’s confident she’ll win it again and could take Tarrant County with former City Councilwoman Kathleen Hicks’ endorsement. Hicks was a fellow District 33 candidate who captured 13 percent of the Tarrant County vote in the primary, compared to Garcia’s 16 percent and Veasey’s 48 percent.

“She has a strong LGBT following in Tarrant County that I think will also bring a surge of new voters that we did not have the first time,” Garcia said.

But gay Fort Worth Councilman Joel Burns, who lives in District 33, has endorsed Veasey. Burns told Dallas Voice that Veasey is a “longtime friend” to the LGBT community and has “an outstanding pro-equality record and has been a leader on issues important to the LGBT community from his first day in the Texas Legislature.”

Congresswoman Eddie Bernice Johnson, D-Dallas, who has been a supporter of LGBT rights, also endorsed Veasey, a high-caliber endorsement Tarrant County Stonewall Democrats President Felipe Gutierrez said would help Veasey in Dallas.

Gutierrez said the mudslinging from Garcia about allegations that Veasey is backed by Republicans and special interests have led to comments that are “out of order or distasteful.” On the other side, Veasey has portrayed Garcia as untrustworthy.

But Veasey captured 37 percent overall to Garcia’s 25 percent in the primary, a margin Gutierrez said he’s sure Veasey will be able to hold onto.

“Overall, Veasey’s always had the edge,” he said.

Stonewall Democrats of Dallas President Omar Narvaez said Hicks’ endorsement of Garcia means more because she has served the Tarrant County area that encompasses the Rainbow Lounge. Dallas Stonewall has endorsed Veasey, but Tarrant Stonewall does not endorse in the primary.

The most important thing in the runoff is the vote, Narvaez said, encouraging LGBT voters to make their voice heard amid an expected low turnout. “The LGBT vote will be so important because the vote that turns out is so low,” he said. “So LGBT people have a really huge ability to have a great say with such a low turnout among the electorate.”

Early voting begins Monday, July 23, and runs until Friday, July 27, from 7 a.m.-7 p.m. daily. For a list of early voting locations and times, go to DalCoElections.org or TarrantCounty.com/evote.
ARLINGTON — A knock on the door woke Kim Lovering at 7:30 a.m. Sunday, June 10. Walking downstairs, she wondered if someone had come to ask her to church and feared that maybe one of her friends in the military had been hurt.

An Arlington police officer greeted Lovering at the door. After apologizing for waking her so early, he said some vandalism had occurred in the neighborhood and walked her out to the cars in the driveway.

Spray-painted in pink across the side of her partner Mandy’s car was a 5-foot-long penis with a smiley-face cannonball coming out of its tip. Lovering was aggravated, but she knew their insurance would cover it, and she said the drawing itself gave her a bit of a chuckle.

But then they walked to the back of her Subaru, where — beside a sticker on the back window showing two moms holding hands with their son and a dog next to them — the vandals had spray-painted the words “faggot” and “queers” in blue, foot-wide letters.

“My heart kind of went up into my throat,” Lovering said. “It went from this is kind of stupid-funny and aggravating to wow, OK, that’s not cool. Somebody knows who I am, my son is 25 feet from where I’m standing right now, sleeping. It went from being ‘this is an aggravation’ to ‘this is a threat.’”

The teens who committed the vandalism had tagged not only Lovering’s car, but also the property of 12 of her neighbors, leaving crude drawings, drug references and calling one of them a child molester.

Lovering and her partner have lived in their house since 2007 and had never experienced homophobia of any kind in Arlington.

And when she went back inside and checked on her 1-year-old son, she felt grateful that he couldn’t grasp what had happened: He and his mothers had just become victims of a hate crime — the first anti-gay hate crime in Arlington since 2008.

Almost immediately, Lovering reached out to Tom Anable, president of the LGBT advocacy group Fairness Fort Worth. Coincidentally, Anable had helped train Arlington police about the federal Matthew Shepard and James Byrd Jr. Hate Crimes Prevention Act in a November 2011 conference he organized with the U.S. Department of Justice at the University of Texas at Arlington.

“Since the training, the Arlington police chief has remained very open and supportive about dealing with the LGBT community and keeping the lines of communication open,” Anable said.

High-profile hate crime against lesbian couple draws attention to lack of LGBT groups, protections in Arlington — region’s 3rd-largest city

DANIEL VILLARREAL | Contributing Writer
editor@dallasvoice.com

ARLINGTON — A knock on the door woke Kim Lovering at 7:30 a.m. Sunday, June 10.

Walking downstairs, she wondered if someone had come to ask her to church and feared that maybe one of her friends in the military had been hurt.

An Arlington police officer greeted Lovering at the door. After apologizing for waking her so early, he said some vandalism had occurred in the neighborhood and walked her out to the cars in the driveway.

Spray-painted in pink across the side of her partner Mandy’s car was a 5-foot-long penis with a smiley-face cannonball coming out of its tip. Lovering was aggravated, but she knew their insurance would cover it, and she said the drawing itself gave her a bit of a chuckle.

But then they walked to the back of her Subaru, where — beside a sticker on the back window showing two moms holding hands with their son and a dog next to them — the vandals had spray-painted the words “faggot” and “queers” in blue, foot-wide letters.

“My heart kind of went up into my throat,” Lovering said. “It went from this is kind of stupid-funny and aggravating to wow, OK, that’s not cool. Somebody knows who I am, my son is 25 feet from where I’m standing right now, sleeping. It went from being ‘this is an aggravation’ to ‘this is a threat.’”

The teens who committed the vandalism had tagged not only Lovering’s car, but also the property of 12 of her neighbors, leaving crude drawings, drug references and calling one of them a child molester.

Lovering and her partner have lived in their house since 2007 and had never experienced homophobia of any kind in Arlington.

And when she went back inside and checked on her 1-year-old son, she felt grateful that he couldn’t grasp what had happened: He and his mothers had just become victims of a hate crime — the first anti-gay hate crime in Arlington since 2008.

Almost immediately, Lovering reached out to Tom Anable, president of the LGBT advocacy group Fairness Fort Worth. Coincidentally, Anable had helped train Arlington police about the federal Matthew Shepard and James Byrd Jr. Hate Crimes Prevention Act in a November 2011 conference he organized with the U.S. Department of Justice at the University of Texas at Arlington.

“Since the training, the Arlington police chief has remained very open and supportive about dealing with the LGBT community and keeping the lines of communication open,” Anable said.
After Lovering contacted Anable, he spoke with Arlington police and helped advise them on how to address the crime’s anti-gay aspects throughout the investigation. They even coordinated press releases and held a joint press conference on the matter. By June 20, police had identified all five teenage suspects. And by June 27, all five were in custody.

Anable praised the department’s “absolutely textbook perfect” handling of the hate crime, but he said he also laments the fact that Arlington has no local advocacy group of its own to help Lovering and its other LGBT citizens.

With a population of 373,698, Arlington is the third-largest city in the D-FW Metroplex and the 50th largest in the nation, according to the 2010 Census. The city generates $90 million annually from tourist attractions like Six Flags and Cowboy Stadium.

The most recent census figures show that Arlington’s households include 718 same-sex couples — with a high percentage of them raising children — but the city remains politically conservative, lacking an organized LGBT community or the legal protections enjoyed by people in Dallas and Fort Worth. And unlike the next-largest city in the region, Plano, Arlington has no LGBT advocacy group.

In addition to UTA’s Gay-Straight Alliance and a weekly men’s meet-up called the Arlington Supper Club, the city has one gay bar — a cozy dive west of downtown called Club 1851.

The bar gets crowded on Wednesday evening beer busts and on weekend nights, when UTA students and other locals come to watch the show hosted by drag queen Kiana Lee. But on a Monday night it’s just a handful of regulars, quietly chatting as the TV behind the bar drones on.

Longtime patron and 51-year-old Arlington resident Billy, who declined to give his full name, said that Club 1851, “is like Cheers: where everybody knows your name.”

Billy said he’s lived in Arlington for almost his entire life and can recall when the city had two other gay bars — one called Britches and Bloomers and another called The Mad Hatter — in the late ’70s and early ’80s. These days, he said, most gays folks in Arlington go to Dallas or Fort Worth on weekends; the rest of Arlington’s gays are raising kids and don’t go to bars at all.

Billy said most local bars would happily accept gay clientele, but that the city was much more anti-gay in the past. One needs only peruse old
Are we prepared for PrEP?

Newly approved drug to prevent HIV is expensive, must be taken properly, and is no substitute for condoms, so keep the champagne on ice.

The FDA this week approved Truvada, the new drug touted as a proactive preventive for HIV transmission. The acronym PrEP (PreExposure Prophylaxis) is what this kind of treatment is commonly called now. It is the first drug approved as treatment for people not infected with HIV but who are at high risk of getting the disease. But that doesn’t mean Truvada hasn’t already been on the market.

In fact, Truvada is already the most widely prescribed treatment in combination with other drugs for HIV-positive patients, but the new use is something entirely different.

Needless to say, the promise of a preventive medication for contracting HIV seems really great. I used to keep a bottle of champagne in my fridge for the day when a cure or at least a vaccine was announced. But as usual, the devil is in the details, and there are a lot of details.

First, there’s the drug itself.

In one study, Truvada had a 44 percent success rate preventing new transmissions when combined with counseling and regular use. (A study of 2,500 gay men and “men who have sex with men” showed this reduction over a placebo. To be fair, though, many of those who tested positive had no signs of the drug in their system. In other words, they didn’t stick with the regimen.)

Considering that regular condom use has an 85 percent effectiveness rate, this seems pretty puny, which brings me to the point of this column.

For some people — for example, a couple in which one partner is HIV positive and the other is HIV negative — a drug like Truvada taken as a preventive may make a lot of sense.

However — and it’s a big how-ever — you must take the drug according to the manufacturer’s recommendations and not miss a dose.

Sporadic use can decrease the effectiveness and worse, could have implications for drug-resistant strains of HIV. Possible side effects include nausea, muscle pain and diarrhea, but on the serious end Truvada can cause liver and kidney problems.

The second big problem I have is this: The un-informed, which is most of us, myself included, might hear of this wonder pill and figure that all bets are off when it comes to safer sex. That was my first impression until I dug a bit deeper.

The problem is, considering how people in the study skipped their medication or maybe didn’t take it all, and knowing how our society is always in search of a quick fix, Truvada could become a talisman rather than a treatment.

Sexually active guys might end up discarding condoms and opting for a once-in-a-while dose of Truvada. The results of that would not be pretty.

I know this is a sensitive topic, and having lived through so many years of the epidemic, I would be the first to cheer a vaccine, preventive pill or, more importantly, a cure. But HIV is not the only nasty disease out there.

Recently, new drug-resistant strains of chlamydia and gonorrhea have started showing up at clinics around the country. Although condoms are not a cure-all, they still are safer than nothing at all.

Many voices have chimed in on this topic. AIDS Health Care Foundation Director Michael Weinstein called the FDA approval “negligent.” He went on to say, “The FDA’s approval of Gilead’s Truvada as a form of HIV prevention today without any requirement for HIV testing is completely reckless and a move that will ultimately set back years of HIV prevention efforts.”

The San Francisco AIDS Foundation took an opposite stand saying, “Truvada … won’t end AIDS by itself, but we certainly can’t end the HIV epidemic without it.”

Rather than a cure, I think Truvada will prove to be another weapon in the arsenal against HIV/AIDS. Since it is already a highly effective drug in treating people who are HIV positive, it’s not going away.

As a condition to approving the drug, the FDA has told the manufacturer, Gilead Sciences Inc., it must test people who become HIV positive while taking the drug and “collect viral isolates from individuals who acquire HIV while taking Truvada and evaluate these isolates for the presence of resistance.”

A Truvada-resistant strain of HIV would be disastrous for the treatment of the disease, and that is a really big risk.

Personally, I don’t think a condom during sex is that big a sacrifice when you can still have a sexually active life and minimize the risk of contracting the virus. I feel pretty sure there will be a lot of people who will disagree, but for now, I will keep the champagne on ice and wait and see.

Meanwhile, the medical community will be monitoring the success of Truvada as a preventive measure and only time will tell. I am hoping and praying for success.

Hardy Haberman is a longtime local LGBT activist and board member for the Woodhill Freedom Alliance. His blog is at DungeonDiary.blogspot.com.
headlines to see the proof:

• In July of 1985, the Ku Klux Klan visited Randol Mill Park to “clean out” the homosexuals allegedly cruising there for sex. Less than a year later, around the time of UTA’s 1986 homecoming, the campus gay and lesbian association had their banners and signs defaced and their parade float set aflame by unknown vandals.

• In May of 2002, Martin High School senior Jesse Brown received national attention after his teachers refused to sponsor a campus gay-straight alliance. In May of 2004, anti-gay local Reverend Dwight McKissic held a “Not On My Watch” rally at City Hall to protest same-sex marriage. In August of 2007, High Point Church canceled the memorial service of Navy Veteran Cecil Howard Sinclair after discovering that he was gay.

• As recently as last June, openly gay city council candidate Chris Hightower lost his election after an anonymous robo-call lied to voters by calling Hightower “a convicted sex pervert.”

And even today, Arlington is home to the Living Hope Ministry, a so-called “ex-gay” church that helps congregants overcome their homosexual tendencies, a practice that the American Psychological Association has called psychologically harmful.

But parts of the city have begun showing greater LGBT support more recently. Last month, in conjunction with a production of The Laramie Project, Theater Arlington teamed up with Amnesty International to commemorate Matthew Shepard and other victims of anti-LGBT violence in a candlelight vigil.

In March, UTA hosted the White House LGBT Conference on Safe Schools and Communities to discuss bullying. UTA also just invested $42,000 to organize increased LGBT cultural programming on campus through a group called the Pride Peer Task Force.

Alohi Valdez, current president of UTA’s GSA, has begun planning ways for the GSA to engage local politicians on LGBT issues.

“I think it’s part of my responsibility as president of the GSA to rally up all the people that I can — gay and straight, all my allies, everyone — to do this,” Valdez said. “To start a letter writing campaign, to go to City Hall and say ‘Dallas has [passed LGBT anti-discrimination laws], Fort Worth has even done it. I don’t see why we can’t have something here that’s the same.’”

Anable said he’s sent letters to Arlington Mayor Robert Cluck requesting meetings to discuss LGBT nondiscrimination ordinances, but so far the mayor has not responded.

The biggest obstacles to a unified LGBT movement in Arlington, Anable said, are the city’s older conservative leaders who come from an age where folks didn’t discuss homosexuality.

Anable also said he thinks that Arlington has not yet had a rallying incident, like the 2009 raid on the Rainbow Lounge, that could unite its LGBT citizens in a fight for greater legal protections.

Currently, Anable is interested in creating a new entity called the North Texas LGBT Coalition. The coalition would help organize LGBT communities in 16 counties under a single voice united for legal protections and political change.

Chris Arredondo, an openly gay Arlington resident of 24 years who is CEO of Eclipse Entertainment, said he thinks the city’s LGBT citizens are four to five years away from another gay bar and more vocally supportive leaders.

“There’s a whole new generation of [pro-gay] leadership on boards and the city council that’s coming up to fruition,” Arredondo said. “[I think we’re finally recognizing an identity …] but first and foremost, we’ve got to have a dialogue with the city.”

“I don’t want to out anybody,” Arredondo said, “but there are some other leaders out there — major — that if [the LGBT community] did come together and have one voice, they would support us. But we can’t start making change until other people become aware [of us and our needs].”

The problem with these voter ID laws is that they disenfranchise thousands of blacks, Latinos, the poor, young, elderly, handicapped...

Democratic voting groups — all to stop a handful of cases of supposed voter fraud.

A perfect law would disenfranchise the gays, too!

Look — no law is perfect.

-Cross talk: Headline crawls across screen

-Cast your vote online at dallasisvoice.com

How long will it take before the Boy Scouts lift their ban on gays?

Results from last week’s poll:

- Yes: 73 percent
- No: 19 percent
- Unsure: 7 percent

165 votes cast
Love is patient. Love is kind. And love can motivate you to ride a bike more than 170 miles in two days. At least that’s how love works for Dynamic Duo Brian Orrell and Bill Jones. After “marriage weight” and work travel caught up with him, Orrell made a commitment to losing 90 pounds during the past year. Jones joined in his partner’s journey to a healthier life and together they signed up for the Lone Star Ride, which benefits AIDS Services of Dallas, AIDS Outreach Center of Tarrant County and Resource Center Dallas. To date, the couple has raised more than $2,000 for the nonprofit organization as they prepare for the big ride this September.

Jef Tingley

Name and ages: Brian Orrell, 41, and Bill Jones, 45.
Occupations: Orrell: Technology Officer, Pariveda Solutions; Jones: Software product manager
Length of relationship: 16 years
Athletic activity: On the Slow Spokes team for Lone Star Ride.

How did you become involved with the Lone Star Ride? Orrell: We were friends with quite a few folks on the Slow Spokes, and thought it would be a great way to have a goal to work toward while having fun raising money for a worthy cause.

Exercise regimen: On Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, we do an hour of weightlifting with Kelly Barnett at Uptown Energy Fitness. On Tuesdays and Thursdays, we go to spin classes. We also try to ride at least 15 to 20 miles once or twice a week.

What was your catalyst for becoming more physically active? Orrell: “Marriage weight” crept up over the past 12 years — and so did traveling a ton. I decided on my 40th birthday that it was time to get serious about tackling the extra pounds.
Jones: Brian started weight training a few months before I did. He enjoyed it, and I thought it would be something fun we could do together.

Most memorable athletic goal accomplished? Orrell: Losing 90 pounds in a year is definitely the best thing I’ve done. Diet alone didn’t do it and exercise alone couldn’t do it. I had to be purposeful about both and monitor everything.
Jones: It was when, as a kid, after three miserable years as a sissy-boy playing Little League baseball, I finally hit the ball. After that, I felt no need to return ever again to play baseball. As an adult, it was completing my first 40-mile ride.

Least favorite exercise or piece of gym equipment? Orrell: The tricep dip machine. Ugh, hate it.

Words of advice for people trying to work fitness into their life? Orrell: Don’t let slipups get you down. You’re in it for the long haul.
Jones: As difficult as it may be to get started and develop a routine, just stick with it. It’ll become a habit and its own reward before you know it.

Ways you stay fit together? Jones: When one of us isn’t feeling it, the other will motivate him to press on. We also eat a lot of meals from My Fit Foods.

How do you motivate yourself to work out? Orrell: Packing for the gym and work before I go to bed. If I have to do too much right after I wake up, it’s not going to happen.
Jones: I just look at some of my “before” photos.

How does your partner motivate you to work out? Orrell: His working out with me really keeps me motivated. If I’m not feeling like going to the gym, and I see him going, it pushes me along.
Jones: Just looking at Brian and admiring his progress motivates me.

Favorite song or playlist for working out? Jones: Anything by Phoenix, Foster the People, the Kooks, Jamiroquai, and (I’m not ashamed to admit it) ELO.
Orrell: Sirius XM’s BPM station.

If you could become an Olympian in any sport, what would it be and why? Jones: Archery, probably because I recently enjoyed The Hunger Games series so much.
Orrell: Haven’t a clue. Did we tell you that we are not “sports people”?

How do you reward yourself for a great workout, accomplished fitness goal, etc.? Orrell: I go and buy a tech gadget. I’m a gadget freak.
Jones: Dinner at The Porch or Velvet Taco.

Which celebrity or athlete’s physique would you like to have and why? Jones: Alexander Skarsgard. Who doesn’t want to look like an incredibly hot, thousand-year-old vampire who was once a Viking prince?
Orrell: Jason Statham. Wowsers, he’s incredible. Plus he can kick some serious butt.
Despite officially becoming “No longer the gay network” earlier this year, Logo hasn’t completely abandoned the gays; far from it. Like Bravo and Oxygen, the lifeblood of the network is still us ‘mos, whether on one of RuPaul’s many competition programs or as the most interesting aspect of its newest reality show: In the Big House. And the gay son, Louie, is definitely the reason to watch.

In the Big House is a terrible concept, as most reality shows are — a completely artificial construct that feels driven by producers rather than the actual lives of the people it purports to track. Lou, a Philly mobster who spent the last 25 years in prison, moves in with his daughter Michel, her husband Jay, his gay son Louie and ex-wife Dotsie. You know, like all mobsters. (Alas, he should have gone into witness protection and saved us all a lot of grief.)

Michel and Jay run several businesses in West Hollywood, including, of course, a gay bar, where Louie works. Much of the premiere episode is Lou interfering with his son’s relationship with his on-again-off-again boyfriend. Did Lou “off” the BF? Or threaten him? Why isn’t he showing up to the party? Do you care?

Not much, though Louie is such a goofy, sweet hottie, if the show concentrates on him I might tune in again. A nice gay guy in WeHo trying to date? That’s a show we’d probably all watch … until someone mucked it up with faux drama. Not all gay guys are clichés, no matter what television wants America to believe. — Arnold Wayne Jones

Two stars. Debuts July 23 at 9 p.m. on Logo.
Kate Bornstein isn’t uncivilized, but a significant group of people have labeled her a “potential trouble source.” In *A Queer and Pleasant Danger*, she explains how she got to be so hazardous.

At age 4, while most kids are learning their ABCs, Albert Bornstein was preoccupied with something else: He knew that he wasn’t a boy, so figured he must be a girl. He also knew that that wasn’t something people wanted to hear, so he kept his secret; instead, he grew up wanting to be Audrey Hepburn.

He always loved women. There were so many he could imagine being. In mid-1970, Bornstein — twenty-something, anorexic and seeking spiritual meaning — started a cross-country pilgrimage that landed him in Colorado. There, while looking for new boots, he found a Scientology center. He entered … and stayed.

Happy in his newly embraced “applied religious philosophy,” Bornstein became the perfect Scientologist. Charming and silver-tongued, he quickly developed into a top-performing salesman. Two years after joining, he was married; a year after that, he was a father.

He also began acting upon his girlish urges, though he wasn’t bothered by it. Scientology taught Bornstein that humans were spiritual beings called thetans, and thetans had no gender … so what was the harm in wearing women’s clothing and sleeping with men? His inner woman seemed unstoppable.

Then, 12 years after joining, when everything came crashing down (due to a still-dizzying misunderstanding), Bornstein was cast out of the community he’d embraced for most of his adult life. Bereft, and overwhelmed by his increasingly feminine identification, he sought therapy and a community of a different sort. What he found was the person she was all along.

There are a lot of adjectives that can describe *A Queer and Pleasant Danger*: snarky, funny, anguished, frightening. Also heartbreaking. Brave. Honest.

Bornstein worked six years on this memoir that she started for her daughter (whom Bornstein assumes will never read it), and for the teenage grandchildren who will likewise be denied the story because they’re Scientologists and Bornstein is essentially dead to them. What Bornstein doesn’t say about Scientology, in fact, is more chilling than what she does say.

In writing this memoir, Bornstein puts on a bravado that doesn’t last in the presence of the vulnerability she often displays. This is a softer, sometimes sorrowful, side of the always-outspoken trans activist and social critic, and I loved it.

Be aware that there are painfully graphic scenes in this book, some brutally blunt. If you can stand those (appropriate-to-this-memoir) paragraphs, though, *A Queer and Pleasant Danger* is a wildly wonderful read.

— Terri Schlichenmeyer
Straight but not narrow, tattooed firefighter Eric Goldberg has the physique (and name!) of a professional wrestler, but a gentle disposition.

Eric Goldberg, 30
Spotted at: Lemmon and McKinney avenues
Occupation: Firefighter/paramedic
Handsome, chiseled Oak Lawn resident Eric Goldberg was born and raised in Dallas, the middle child (and only boy!) of three. When this fit Capricorn of Hungarian ancestry is not saving lives as a firefighter and paramedic, you might find him fitness training, rock climbing or practicing martial arts. He has spent the last 15 years fitness training, focusing on functional training for the last couple of months.

Eric loves international travel — he’s been to Iceland, Germany, Argentina, Romanian, Hungary, Austria, Prague, Amsterdam and Paris, and took his mother on a vacation to Rome. He enjoys cooking healthy food, and old school hip hop, and shares his life with a pot-bellied pig named Jonathan. And clearly, he’s a fan of art, with a body decorated substantially in colorful tattoos.

Straight ally: Although he’s not gay, Eric is extremely accepting and has friends of diverse backgrounds. As he says, “I don’t have a hateful bone in my body.”
In her amazing debut EP, Azealia Banks delivers smack rap of a high order

**RICH LOPEZ** | Staff Writer
lopez@dallasvoice.com

Only four tracks make up the amazing debut EP of bisexual hip-hopper Azealia Banks, but they are enough to get your heart racing.

On 1991, the 20-year-old gets her bona fides with a major label release, even though she made her big buzz late last year with “212,” one of the tracks on this CD. While she’ll likely get comparisons to Nicki Minaj as the new rap princess, Banks flows with refreshing energy and some badass rhyming that’s truer to the genre than Minaj ever could be.

For someone so young, Banks plays like an old pro. Her ability to merge her fast-talking lyrics onto club-type beats makes the EP bounce with major attitude. She’s unapologetic, rebellious and anti-establishment, and yet her cute and sexy demeanor gives 1991 added electricity.

Her hip-house sound boldly kicks off with the title track. The trippy grooves and beat set a high bar and an infectious tone that’s consistent and exciting. There’s a party going on already — all that’s missing are the guests and beer.

Banks’ swagger kicks in most on “Van Vogue.” There’s affability to her sound. You hear that rap songbird of youth in the mix, but her mastery over the art is distinct. She’s a prodigy and yet she’s a party girl with some major beats under her belt. “Van Vogue” isn’t for the faint of ears. It’s only the second song, and she’s already cussed up a storm. (It finishes on an ad-lib where Banks speaks in the altered voice a movie serial killer makes. It’s silly, but entertaining.)

When that beat drops on “212,” Banks will officially make you her bitch. That bumb-bum mixes heavy house sound against dirty rap sensibilities. Named after the Harlem area code where Banks grew up, the song is a mash-up of personalities from sassy to street to outrageous. With some vocal arrangements worked in when the song takes a sharp right, she brings back the rap with a vengeance as it loops back around. Seriously, I had to get up and dance to the rest of this track before moving on.

Her second single, “Liquorice,” is much more geared toward mainstream radio (minus the countless uses of the word “niggas”); though with a catchy hook, it’s no less effective. Banks teases with sexy vocals before going studly in her rhyming. Although she’s prone to throwing down the mega-fast rap, it’s best displayed here.

It’s flat out remarkable to hear this talent unfold and the boldness of her fronting on mixed race hookups is a knockout. And by that, I mean it knocks you out when she lets loose with They...
THROWING SHADE

Banks doesn’t hold back on the smack talk on her debut EP, packing a major wallop in just four tracks.

“just want the pumpernickel sis in the linens with ‘em / So since you vanilla men spend / Can my hot fudge bitches get with your vanilla friends / Hey, I’m the liquorice bitch.

In just those four songs, Banks gives one hell of a prequel to her planned autumn full-length release, tentatively titled *Broke with Expensive Taste*. That could be a curious drop. With major skills as a rapper, Banks recently tweeted that she’s already out of the rap game and will focus more on singing in the future. Hopefully we haven’t already lost one of the best rappers in the game because 1991 is destined to leave people wanting much more.
JOIN the FUN!

22nd Annual AIDS Arms LifeWalk
5K Walk/Run & Festival
Sunday, October 7, 2012
Registration 11am • Walk 1pm

Register Online TODAY!
www.lifewalk.org

Thank You to our Lead Sponsors

Sexually Active?
Ever had an STD?

Sexually Active?
Never tested for HIV?

Sexually Active?
Worried your sex partner has an STD?

Know Your Status

Come in for a free HIV and Syphilis test.

Monday - Friday
8:30am - 12:00pm
and 1:00pm - 4:30pm

Evening and Weekend Testing Available
Please call for dates and times

AIDS Arms, Inc. | 351 W. Jefferson STE 300 Dallas, TX 75208 | 214.521.5191
**Friday 07.20**

**Fun with underwear**

What better way to benefit the Red Party Foundation than with men clad in underwear? The Sizzlin’ Summer Fashion Show answers that question with a full-on runway event. Fashions by Anthony Manfredonia, Parke and Ronen, Viviona and Diesel, pictured, will be on display poolside while you savor the fab summer looks.

DEETS: Ilume, 4123 Cedar Springs Road. 8 p.m. $30–$55. RedPartyDallas.org/Sizzlin.

---

**Friday 07.20**

**To be Frank**

Hip-hop musician and producer Frank Ocean likely gained several new LGBT fans by coming out talking about his past relationship with a man. But that shouldn’t eclipse the strong work of his debut solo album *Channel Orange*. He’s proven himself already as a member of the collective Odd Future and producing Beyonce, Jay-Z and Kanye West. But now we see him on his own terms and maybe even greatness in the making.

DEETS: South Side Music Hall, 1135 S. Lamar St. 8 p.m. $28. GilleysDallas.com.

---

**Monday 07.23**

**Smokin’ hot**

Oldies come to life in WaterTower Theatre’s production of *Smokey Joe’s Cafe*. The music revue celebrates the early days of rock ‘n’ roll with that music you thought just your parents liked.


---

**COMING SOON**

**Highland Park ER**

- Be treated within minutes of arrival
- No parking hassles
- Well-equipped high tech ER and Lab
- Experienced and friendly ER nurses
- Onsite X-rays, CT scan, and sonogram
- Accident and Emergency Specialists
- New, modern 7900ft facility
- Be treated in a calm, non-rushed atmosphere
- All board certified emergency doctors
- Discrete STD testing and treatment

We accept all major commercial insurance plans such as Aetna, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, United Healthcare, Humana and others.

5150 Lemmon Ave 214.443.8131 www.HighlandparkER.com Open 24/7
JOIN US NEXT WEEKEND AT THE HIDDEN DOOR
SATURDAY, JULY 28th, 8pm
Benefiting The Daire Center • Call Andy at 214-521-5244

25th Annual
LEO PARTY
& MISS LEO CONTEST

"STILL THE FRIENDLIEST BAR IN TOWN"
HIDDEN DOOR
5025 BOWSER • DALLAS • 214-526-0620

Visa, Master Card, American Express and Discover Card accepted for a donation
to the Daire Center or to support your favorite contestant for Miss Leo.
FRIDAY 07.20
COMMUNITY
Triangle Networking Tarrant, for gay-owned and gay-friendly businesses. Dos Gringos, 1510 University Ave., Fort Worth. 6 p.m. $5. 817-496-3479.

Youth First Texas groups for ages 14 to 22. 3918 Harry Hines Blvd. YouthFirstTexas.org.

TIE ONE ON | Bow ties aren't just for ironic nerdy hipsters. Jeremy Michael Calhoun uses them as canvases in his show at ilume Gallerie opening Friday.

SATURDAY 07.28
COMMUNITY
Legacy social group of adults 50 or older from Cathedral of Hope. 972-387-3345.

GayBingo. Totally80s. WFAA’s Ron Corning in attendance. The Rose Room inside Station 4, 3911 Cedar Springs Road. 5 p.m. $25. RCDallas.org.

DFW Prime Timers Prime Diner at Fish Bone Grill, 318 Medallion Center. Call 972-504-8866 to attend.

SUNDAY 07.22
COMMUNITY
Friends Associating and Relating social group meets for varied events. Email FAR—@hotmail.com (with dashes) for information.

Unemployment Support Group meets weekly. Cathedral of Hope, 5910 Cedar Springs Road. 2:30 p.m. CareerAssistanceMinistry@gmail.com.

First Community Church of Dallas worship services. The church is open and affirming. FCC of Dallas, 9120 Ferguson Road. 11 a.m. FCCDFW.org.

MONDAY 07.30
COMMUNITY
Metroplex Republicans. Railroad Commissioner candidate Christi Craddock speaks. Mattito’s, 3011 Routh St. 7 p.m. MetroplexRepublicans.com.

PFLAG Denton. Trinity Presbyterian Church, 2200 Bell St., Denton. 7 p.m.
CELEBRITY BIRTHDAY

Anna Paquin turns 30 on Tuesday. The True Blood actress married her series costar Stephen Moyer in August 2010, four months after coming out as bisexual for the Give a Damn campaign. Her character Sookie Stackhouse has grown into an iconic character as well as her casting as Rogue in the X-Men franchise. She has two films in post-production for 2012.

LEO Jul 23-Aug 22
Your friends help you look good and you’re eager to return the favor. But be ready to apologize for embarrassing situations. Stay in good humor. Don’t take yourself too seriously.

VIRGO Aug 23-Sep 22
Whatever you want to say will come out. Get it off your chest while you’re calm and eloquent. Save yourself the embarrassing trouble caused by an explosion of temper or resentment.

LIBRA Sep 23-Oct 22
Winning people over with your charm doesn’t mean they agree with you. They don’t need to. A little less attention to your friends and more for your partner improve interpersonal negotiations.

SCORPIO Oct 23-Nov 21
Speaking your mind will commit you to positions you didn’t want. Rise to the occasion and shine. Jog, bike or exercise with a confident. Sweating and talking will help get your ideas in order.

SAGITTARIUS Nov 22-Dec 20
Winning people over with your charm doesn’t mean they agree with you. They don’t need to. A little less attention to your friends and more for your partner improve interpersonal negotiations.

CAPRICORN Dec 21-Jan 19
Colleagues encourage you to bite off more than you can chew. Focus on your own goals and strong suits. You need to adjust your long-range strategy, but make sure you have one.

AQUARIUS Jan 20-Feb 18
Sly wit angers friends. Disagreements and confusion with your partner can help draw out suppressed anxieties, helping you to understand and heal lingering old problems.

PISCES Feb 19-Mar 20
Struggling to get ahead at work makes you question what you’re doing. Let work define you for now. Perseverance will bring insights. Like momma said, learn from your mistakes.

ARIES Mar 20-Apr 19
Efforts to get playful with your partner misfire. Don’t let that stop you. That backfire could just be fun you weren’t expecting or a chance to clear the air.

TAURUS Apr 20-May 20
Everyone is working too hard to look good and feel good. Understand the value of that, but also have a special gift for seeing and cutting through the crap. Trust your instincts, not appearances.

GEMINI May 21-Jun 20
New insights challenge you to revise your plans, but your new plan B is just a necessary draft. In a few weeks, plan C will be better. Speak your mind but don’t take disagreements personally.

CANCER Jun 21-Jul 22
New investments are just sweet talk and fantasy. Recommit to your priorities. Financial arguments can lead to helpful insights or impulse spending. Remember those priorities?

THIS WEEK

Mercury retrograding across the sun in Leo already tempts people to say way too much too forcefully. Other aspects make it worse. People using ears and brains will beat those using only their mouths.

Jack Fertig can be reached at 415-864-8302 or Starjack.com
Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child

Solution on page 25

Across
1 Tearoom Trade author Humphries
5 Red-coated cheese
9 ___ to the bottom (sank)
13 K-12, educationally speaking
14 His grandmother had a Woody
15 Skin softener
16 Shakespeare’s Othello, for one
17 Mark with a branding iron
18 Love, to Amelie Mauresmo
19 Upcoming sitcom about two gay dads
22 Rank of H. Sanders
23 ___ on a Hot Tin Roof
24 Mapplethorpe work
27 Village People classic
32 Strung along
33 Dr.’s org.
34 Suffix with ox
35 He plays one of the gay dads in 19-Across
39 It means nothing
40 Senatorial seat holders, e.g.
41 “Ready ___, here I come!”
42 Openings for a peeping Tom
45 Pounding parts
46 C.I.O.’s partner
47 D.C. lobby group
48 He plays one of the gay dads in 19-Across
54 Staying power, in Variety
55 Encouraging words
56 They’re tiny but attractive
58 “___ put hair on your chest!”
59 Tuna-and-cheese sandwich
60 WKRP actress Anderson
61 Eyelid ailment
62 Choose not to come
63 Genie portrayer Barbara

Down
1 The Eagle, to NASA
2 Loads
3 Oops!
4 Joel Schumacher, for one
5 Stand next to O’Keeffe
6 Barbmores of Boys on the Side
7 Six Feet Under creator Ball
8 Casablanca citizen
9 Start to like
10 A Streetcar Named Desire director Kazan
11 witty Coward
12 X, sometimes
13 Not a single person
14 Root word
24 Part of a woody erection
25 Figure skater Sonja
26 In a queer way
27 Seine feeder
28 Come together
29 A. A. for children
30 Lesbian pulp author Arthur
31 Homes for Nigel Finch and Hart Crane?
36 Tennessee from Mississippi
37 Stock phrase
38 Type of dysfunction
43 Pain in the butt
44 Frequently, to Shakespeare
47 Ashen
48 “I Love Rock ’N Roll” singer Joan
49 Like America’s Betty
50 No, to Nureyev
51 Ed Wood role
52 Parka feature
53 Hathaway of Brokeback Mountain
54 Lily for Colette
57 It may be original
M+G

drinking the nights away. You can just go see Carlos Saenz perform Friday night at Alexandre’s. … You may have to cross the street to also see Mi Diva Loca on Friday at Woody’s. Or just see Saenz there on Saturday. Decisions! … Get your hit of alt-retro dancing at Lord Byron’s Panoptikon at 3025 Main St. … Seems like the Voice of Pride season went fast. The semifinals go down Sunday at the Round-Up Saloon. We predict five male and five female finalists. Stake your claim on Wednesday Night at Goldrush Casino Night. Puff on a stogie at Rob’s Monthly Cigar Social that night on the patio. … It’ll Do Dallas presents Oliver! featuring disco sleaze Vancouver DJ U-Tern and L.A.’s Oliver Goldstein on Saturday night. … And the gay scene grows still at the inclusive new Empire Rock Bar. The Deep Ellum club now hosts Pride Night during Throwback Thursdays. … Meanwhile, back on the Strip, JR.’s Bar & Grill keeps the week going with Netchix on Mondays hosted by Krystal Summers and Erica Andrews. Edna Jean does double duty with Tuesday’s Pot Luck Casserole and Thursdays with Edna’s Angels. … DJ Mark Rinehart alt-retro gets his retro on at Backtrack Thursdays at Station 4. … See how ballsy you are at the Amateur Drag Show every Wednesday at Club 1851 with Tara St. Stone. … Sue Ellen’s hosts the Rock Chix Happy Hour benefiting the softball team on Friday. Kristin Majors and the Funk Soul Mutts finish out the weekend playing on Sunday.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY GREGORY HAYES. FOR MORE PHOTOS, VISIT DALLASVOICE.COM.
Don’t think you’re sitting at home Grindr-ing the nights away. You can just go see Carlos Saenz perform Friday night at Alexandre’s. … You may have to cross the street to also see Mi Diva Loca on Friday at Woody’s. Or just see Saenz there on Saturday, Decision! … Get your hit of all-retro dancing at Lord Byron’s Panoptikon at 3025 Main St. … Seems like the Voice of Pride season went fast. The semifinals go down Sunday at the Round-Up Saloon. We predict five male and five female finalists. Stake your claim on Wednesday night at Goldrush Casino Night. Puff on a stogie at Rob’s Monthly Cigar Social that night on the patio. … It’ll Do Productions presents Oliver! featuring disco sleaze Vancouver DJ U-Turn and L.A.’s Oliver Goldstein on Saturday night. … And the gay scene grows still at the inclusive new Empire Rock Bar. The Deep Ellum club now hosts Pride Night during Throwback Thursdays. … Meanwhile, back on the Strip, JR.’s Bar & Grill keeps the week going with Netchix on Mondays hosted by Krystal Summers and Erica Andrews. Edna Jean does double duty with Tuesday’s Pot Luck Casserole show and Thursdays with Edna’s Angels. … DJ Mark Rinewalt gets his retro on at Backtrack Thursdays. … See how ballsy you are at the Amateur Drag Show every Wednesday at Club 1551 with Tara St. Stone. … Sue Ellen’s hosts the Rock Chix Happy Hour benefiting the softball team on Friday. Kristin Majors and the Funk Soul Muthas finish out the weekend playing on Sunday.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY GREGORY HAYES. FOR MORE PHOTOS, VISIT DALLASVOICE.COM.
TOP NOTCH PET SITTERS WANTED

SEOKING ANIMAL LOVERS TO WORK PART/FULL-TIME. INCLUDES WEEKENDS, AFTERNOON & HOLIDAYS. $9 - $12 + per sit.

Requirements: Flexible Schedule, own a car, have a computer w/email, printer & internet access.

We are looking for long-term commitments. SERIOUS INQUIRIES ONLY

Please Contact Us at taddypetservices.com “Become A Pet Sitter”

Hotel St Germain

A Relais & Chateaux Property

Luxurious European style award winning hotel & restaurant IS ACCEPTING RESUMES FOR:

• Front Desk / Concierge • Head Waiter
• Sommelier • Part-time Dining Room Staff

2516 Maple Ave. Dallas, TX 75201
E-mail: germandermain@ald.com or fax: 214-971-0740 No phone calls please.

LESBIAN CLUB SEEKING

TOPLESS LESBIAN DANCERS
BARTENDERS, WAIT-STAFF
AND A LESBIAN PROMOTOR.

Contact Armando: Cer220@yahoo.com

AIDS Arms, Inc. is seeking a full-time Protocol Based Counseling, Risk Reduction Specialist (PBC, RRS) for the Prevention program. The PBC Specialist will conduct and coordinate protocol based counseling (PBC), HIV/STI testing, and outreach services to targeted populations within venues, neighborhoods, and other areas of high risk behavior to HIV exposure.

Requirements:
Minimum of Associates Degree in a health related or social service discipline required; bachelor's degree preferred. Send resumes to: careers@aidsarms.org.

PET SITTERS WANTED

Young gay/bisexual men's program

$9 - $12 + per sit.

AFTERNOON & HOLIDAYS.

Requirements:
A computer w/email, printer & internet access.

Preferred. Info: www.rcdallas.org

DALLAS VOICE IS LOOKING FOR A SEASONED ADVERTISING SALES PROFESSIONAL TO JOIN OUR TEAM.

If you are a goal oriented, aggressive self-starter who can build relationships, prospect new business, and conduct sales presentations, then we want to talk to you!

As an Advertising Account Executive, you will be responsible for helping advertisers manage their print and online campaigns. We are looking for motivated individuals who have a passion for first rate customer service, advertising creativity, and teamwork.

REQUIREMENTS:
Candidate should possess previous sales experience, preferably in a media environment or advertising agency, strong communication and time management skills, a genuine concern for customer service, and an upbeat attitude.

Email your resume to: robertmoore@dallasvoice.com
Please include a cover letter with your resume detailing the specifics of your sales experience.

Carter Staffing Solutions is currently recruiting Physicians, Physician Assistants and Medical Directors, in the Dallas area. Submit resumes online at www.carterstaffingsol.com or by emailing resumes@carterstaffingsol.com. Apply today!

Full Time Shipping Agent

is wanted for Eagle Postal, 3210 Oak Lawn, 40 h/w $8.00 an hour must be able to lift 70lbs & be a tech friendly customer friendly.

214-815-7499

BJ'sNXS Club, the best dance bar in DFW, is hiring SEXY bartenders, bar backs, bouncers and dancers!

Contact us at DallasBarSearch@gmail.com, Facebook, or www.BJsNXS.com to set up an interview. Must have valid IDs, be a team player, TABC certified and possess an outstanding customer service attitude.
Carter Staffing Solutions is currently recruiting for various administrative and office positions located throughout the DFW area. Apply online at www.carterstaffingsol.com or email resume to resumes@carterstaffingsol.com.

**STAFF ACCOUNTANT POSITION**

Provides ongoing support to the accounting/finance team with the daily & long term management of Agency financial matters in accordance with prescribed policies, procedures, regulations and standards.

Individual must have a BS/BA in accounting or a BS/BA in a related business filed that includes 20+ hours of accounting and 2 years experience. MIP experience is desired but not required. Interested candidates should forward resumes to careers@aidsarms.org

Unique Roofing & Renovations is seeking commercial & residential sales executives. An opportunity to make 70k to 80k the first year. Candidate should forward resumes to: HR@unique-renovations.com

First Class Caregivers is looking for top notch caregivers. We are also looking for an up-beat Sales person, must have some medical sales or home health sales in your background. Send Resume to tere.horton@firstclasscaregivers.com or call 972-455-2815

Beyond the Gates AIDS Foundation is looking for Volunteers to help with administrative duties please contact our board of directors at Beyondthegatesaf@gmail.com or www.beyondthegates.org

AIDS Arms, Inc. is seeking a nurse practitioner or physician’s assistant with HIV clinical experience. For more information, please visit aidsarms.org. Interested candidates should forward resumes to careers@aidsarms.org

Part-Time Mpowerment Coordinator
Young gay/bisexual men’s program (18-29) seeks flexible, motivated, team player. Social media and graphics design experience preferred. Info: www.rccdallas.org

AIDS Arms is seeking a nurse practitioner/physician’s assistant with HIV clinical experience. For more information, please visit aidsarms.org. Interested candidates should forward resumes to careers@aidsarms.org

First Class Caregivers is looking for Volunteers to help with administrative duties please contact our board of directors at Beyondthegatesaf@gmail.com or www.beyondthegates.org

**MOVERS**

**DR. MOVE.com**

**“We Heal Your Moving Pain”**

**FREE Exact Online Quote**

972-929-3098 or 1-888-Dr-Move-1

FREE Boxes, Tapes & Bubble Wrap. Call for 10% off Promo Code 228.

**No Hidden Costs**

www.FantasticMoves.com

**Best Movers 2012!**

**FANTASTIC MOVES**

214.349.MOVE

Experience Counts!

15+ Years Supporting the Community

www.FantasticMoves.com

Texas Mover’s Association

Readers Voice Awards

Best Movers 2012!

**Dale’s Area Movers**

20 Years Experience

In Oak Lawn & All of Dallas

DalesAreaMovers.com

972-514-8804  214-586-1738

www.dallasvoice.com

**INSURANCE**

**Steven Graves Insurance Agency**

Over 30 home & auto insurance companies.

One call gets multiple quotes!

214-599-0808

**INSURANCE**

**Street Smart.**

I’ll make sure you can rest easy knowing you have the protection you need - and that you’re not paying too much. Now that’s Smart!

GET A BETTER STATE.

CALL FOR A QUOTE 24/7

www.StreetSmart.com

State Farm®

A State Farm® Mutual Automobile Insurance Company • Bloomington, IL

BELLA VISITAS. ITALIAN BISTRO.

**INSURANCE**

**THE TAMING OF THE CORKSCREW**

**AUTO • HOME • LIFE • HEALTH**

**BUSINESS • HOMEOWNER ASSOCIATIONS**

**2919 Welborn Street Suite 100 Dallas Texas**

**StevenGravesInsurance.com**

www.dallasvoice.com

www.dallasvoice.com

www.dallasvoice.com

www.dallasvoice.com
Animal Diagnostic Clinic

Specialty Services

- Abdominal & Thoracic Ultrasoundography
- Video Endoscopy
- CT Scan
- Fine Needle Aspiration & Biopsy

4444 Trinity Mills Rd., Suite 202
Dallas, TX 75287
972-267-8300
adcdallas.com

WEIMARANERS

Gray, or blue, young, older, friendly, fearless, alert, obedient, intelligent, fun-loving, demanding, strong-willed, devoted, loving, bossy, assertive, bold, loyal!

All are fixed with shots $60 adoption fee.

Society for Companion Animals
Sweet Rescued Dogs For Adoption
These are great pets and need good homes. Contact us today to choose your pet. 214-941-1014

SWEET, ADORABLE CATS UP FOR ADOPTION
All are fixed with shots $50 adoption fee. Call Lee at 214-766-6741 or email Nida.Colaco@wnco.com for more info. We are a small rescue group SAFER

Rescued Domestic Rabbits
For Adoption: neutered, litter trained, indoor homes only
North TX Rabbit Sanctuary www.ntrs.org
Contact: ntrs_tx@yahoo.com 972-205-1881

Gray, or blue, young, older, friendly, fearless, alert, obedient, intelligent, fun-loving, demanding, strong-willed, devoted, loving, bossy, assertive, bold, loyal!

All are fixed with shots $60 adoption fee.

PETS

North TX Rabbit Sanctuary www.ntrs.org

Sweet, Adorable Cats

Nida.Colaco@wnco.com

for more info. We are a simple mobile authorized dealer

PERSONAL CARE

General

Cholesterol, Detox, Diabetes, Fibromyalgia, Hepatitis, Herpes, High Blood Pressure, Impotency, Skin Disorder, Weight Loss, Well-Being.

Please Call for a Free Consultation
Leslie Duong, 214-887-8325
BS Biology, Health Nutritionist, Lic’d Herbalist
5917 Greenville • LeslieDuong.com

PERSONAL CARE

Psychotherapists

Need A Therapist?
Edward Richards
M.A., L.P.C.
3 Critical Qualities You Should Expect From Your Therapist!
- A therapist who is non-judgmental & compassionate
- A therapist who participates and gives you feedback
- A safe environment in which to be open and discuss your feelings.
- Sliding scale for anyone who has lost their income.

Dr. Gary G. Kindley, D.Min.
Combining Psychotherapy & Spirituality
- Anxiety
- Addictions
- Depression
- LGBT issues
- Relationships
- Life Coaching
Day, Evening & Weekend Appointments

www.drgk.org
3906 Loman Ave (Above LaMadeleine) DFW Metro 817-312-9919

PERSONAL CARE

Spirituality

Kingdom Restoration Cathedral will be opening its doors for worship services very soon. KRC is a multi-cultural gathering place for all people. Please contact us today at www.krcathedral.com

Kadampa Meditation Center Texas offers meditation classes at two locations in Dallas.
Just Drop In!
Thursdays @ 6:30-7:30pm @ Resource Center of Dallas
Visit: meditationintexas.org

PERSONAL CARE

Salon/Stylists

Margie’s Wig Salon
Our LGBT Friends Are Always Welcome!
Mon.-Fri. 10am-7:30pm Sat 10am - 4pm
Large Affordable Selection of Wigs & Hairpieces
White Rock Lake Area
214-328-4127
9535 Garland Rd. Dallas, TX 75218
20 Years Experience • Private Area Available
MargiesWigSalon.com
Remember... you’re never to busy for beauty!

PERSONAL CARE

Salon/Stylists

Oak Lawn Massage
Andrey Wesley
$15 Off your 1st Massage
Located in June
OakLawnMassage.com
214-673-6977

More Massage
on your Mobile!

Margie’s Wig Salon
OUR LGBT FRIENDS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!
Mon.-Fri. 10am-7:30pm Sat 10am - 4pm
Large Affordable Selection of Wigs & Hairpieces
White Rock Lake Area
214-328-4127
9535 Garland Rd. Dallas, TX 75218
20 Years Experience • Private Area Available
MargiesWigSalon.com
Remember... you’re never to busy for beauty!

Margie’s Wig Salon
OUR LGBT FRIENDS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!
Mon.-Fri. 10am-7:30pm Sat 10am - 4pm
Large Affordable Selection of Wigs & Hairpieces
White Rock Lake Area
214-328-4127
9535 Garland Rd. Dallas, TX 75218
20 Years Experience • Private Area Available
MargiesWigSalon.com
Remember... you’re never to busy for beauty!

PERSONAL CARE

Salon/Stylists

Oak Lawn Massage
Andrey Wesley
$15 Off your 1st Massage
Located in June
OakLawnMassage.com
214-673-6977

PERSONAL CARE

Salon/Stylists

Margie’s Wig Salon
Margie’s Wig Salon
OUR LGBT FRIENDS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!
Mon.-Fri. 10am-7:30pm Sat 10am - 4pm
Large Affordable Selection of Wigs & Hairpieces
White Rock Lake Area
214-328-4127
9535 Garland Rd. Dallas, TX 75218
20 Years Experience • Private Area Available
MargiesWigSalon.com
Remember... you’re never to busy for beauty!

PERSONAL CARE

Salon/Stylists

Oak Lawn Massage
Andrey Wesley
$15 Off your 1st Massage
Located in June
OakLawnMassage.com
214-673-6977

PERSONAL CARE

Salon/Stylists

Margie’s Wig Salon
OUR LGBT FRIENDS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!
Mon.-Fri. 10am-7:30pm Sat 10am - 4pm
Large Affordable Selection of Wigs & Hairpieces
White Rock Lake Area
214-328-4127
9535 Garland Rd. Dallas, TX 75218
20 Years Experience • Private Area Available
MargiesWigSalon.com
Remember... you’re never to busy for beauty!
Hi I’m Dottie!

I’m 2 years old & use to live in an abandoned house, but now want to live with a loving Family :)

I’m not going to win a beauty contest, but I could win the LOVING PERSONALITY Contest!

I smile alot and I love people, dogs & cats.

I just need someone to love!

Want To Adopt or Foster Dottie? Call: Society for Companion Animals 214-941-1014
get back to cool with FLOSS

In-network pricing with most PPO plans
Modern, high-tech environment with a friendly atmosphere
Full-service dentistry & Cosmetic procedures
Elite Preferred Provider of invisalign & invisalignteen.
Don’t forget to FLOSS!

FREE TEETH WHITENING FOR LIFE!
with cleaning, exam & x-rays. ($350 Value)

Quadrangle | 2828 Routh St. Suite 310 | 214.969.1000
Lemmon | 3131 Lemmon Ave | 214.978.0101
flossdental.com |